e-CarTransport.com Explains the Benefits of Car Transport Trailers
According to e-CarTransport.com, open carrier transport is the most popular and least
expensive type of auto shipping.
(PRWEB) January 7, 2006 -- According to e-CarTransport.com, open carrier transport is the most popular and
least expensive type of auto shipping. If you are moving a standard passenger car and want to investigate
different car transport trailer options there are many possibilities in today’s auto shipping industry offered to the
discerning customer.
In most cases, your car will be transported on an eight or 10-car hauler, the same type of trucks used to deliver
new cars. These trucks are 75-80 feet long and almost 14 feet high. They can be difficult to maneuver and are
limited to major roads that are free of low hanging trees and low clearance bridges. Make sure you keep this in
mind when directing the truck to the pick-up location. If you want to make sure that your car stays clean, and
avoids all highway wear and tear, then have your car transported in an enclosed car transport trailer.
As e-CarTransport.com explains, enclosed trailers protect your car from all road hazards and weather for the
duration of the trip. Due to the premium equipment and service provided with enclosed car trailers, it is usually
the most expensive option in auto shipping. The following features are often available at an additional cost: lift
gates for safe horizontal loading, ramp gates for long wheelbase vehicles, and winches for inoperable vehicles.
This car transport trailer option is excellent for costly or exotic cars. Some other popular enclosed trailer
options for secure car transport are: six-car enclosed trailers, four-car enclosed trailers, and two-car nonstacking enclosed trailers. Multi-car or enclosed transport sometimes can't be used due to height and width
issues. Be sure to check the specs of the trailer and the size of your car.
About e-cartransport.com
Car Transport provides detailed information about car transport services and trailers, as well as advice on
locating an cheap, domestic and international car transport company for your standard, classic, or exotic car.
For more information go to http://www.e-cartransport.com and/or visit our affiliate site at http://www.originalcontent.net.
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505-212-4981
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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